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Abstract
This is a post-hoc simulation study which investigates the effect of different item difficulty distributions, sample sizes, and test lengths on measurement precision while estimating the examinee parameters in right and left-skewed distributions. First of all, the examinee parameters were obtained from 20-item real test results for the right-skewed and left-skewed sample groups of 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, and 10000. In the second phase of the study, four different tests were formed according to the \( b \) parameter values: normal, uniform, left skewed and right skewed distributions. A total of 80 conditions were formed within the scope of this research by selecting 20-item and 30-item condition as the test length variable. In determining the measurement precision, the RMSE and AAD values were calculated. The results were evaluated in terms of the item difficulty distributions, sample sizes, and test lengths. As a result, in right-skewed examinee distribution, the highest measurement precision was obtained at the normal \( b \) distribution and the lowest measurement precision was obtained at the right skewed \( b \) distribution. A higher measurement precision was obtained in the 30-item test, however, it was observed that the change in the sample size didn’t affect the measurement precision significantly in right-skewed examinee distribution. In the left skewed distribution, the highest measurement precision was obtained at the normal \( b \) distribution and the lowest measurement precision was obtained at the left-skewed \( b \) distribution. Also it was observed that the change in the sample size and test length didn’t affect the measurement precision significantly in the left-skewed distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

During the phases of development and scoring process of the tests used to recognize individuals in the fields of Education and Psychology, Classical Test Theory (CTT) and Item Response Theory (IRT) are utilized. These two theories are considered fundamentals in the field of measurement and evaluation. While IRT emerged through the midst of 20th century, the history of CTT dates back to the earlier ages (Crocker & Algina, 1986). IRT is an advantageous and powerful approach in test development, item analysis, and scoring processes (Thompson & Weiss, 2011). Unlike CTT, it is considered that there is a relation between the responses given and the characteristics that the test measures in IRT, and this relation is shown with an increasing function that is named as Item Characteristic Curve (ICC). As IRT does not vary from one group to another, the parameters that determine this curve will remain the same (Lord & Novick, 1968). There are four parameters in the definition of IRT. These are item discrimination parameter \( (a) \), item difficulty parameter \( (b) \), pseudo guessing parameter \( (c) \), and upper asymptote \( (d) \). Also, the mathematical equations that describe ICC form IRT models. In addition, the performance of each person who responds the items in the test can be estimated through the instrumentality of the factors named such as characteristics, latent trait or ability (Hambleton, Swaminathan & Rogers, 1991). Another term in the theory is item information function and test information function. The contribution of any item in the scale to the accuracy of measurement done with the whole scale is determined through item information function. Moreover, the test information function is obtained through the total amount of item information function.
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Item information function and test information function can be obtained independently of sample of individuals. Moreover, these functions are related to standard error of measurement at any ability levels. Due to these features of item information function and test information function is considered as an alternative to reliability and standard error in CTT. The average of test information function at all ability levels means the “reliability” coefficient (marginal reliability) (Hambleton & Swainathan, 1985).

Unidimensionality, local independence and normality assumptions are found in the unidimensional and parametric models of IRT. Unidimensionality assumption is based on the statistical independence among items (Crocker & Algina, 1986) and test items measure only one ability (Hambleton et al., 1991). Local independence assumption is related to unidimensionality and it means that, when the abilities influencing the test performance of the individuals are at the same level, individuals’ responses to any pair of items are statistically independent from the responses to any other test items. Although unidimensionality and local independence are different terms, when the test ensures its unidimensionality, it means that the local independence assumption is obtained (Hambleton et al., 1991).

The characteristic features of IRT has improved test development, test bias identification, test equating and the limitations have been removed in these conditions (Hambleton & Swainathan, 1985). Thanks to the advantages of IRT, this theory has been preferred in the examinations especially like PISA (The OECD Programme for International Student Assessment) and TIMSS (The Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) (Martin, Mulis & Hooper, 2016; OECD, 2017). In addition, it is seen in many national and international research that test results are evaluated within the context of IRT (Ackermann, 1994; Bhakta, Thennant, Horton, Lawton & Andrich, 2005; Çelen & Aybek, 2013; İlhan, 2016). The exams used in education are prepared for many different purposes, and these exams are extremely important for individuals. These purposes can include student selection and placement, proficiency, diagnostic tests etc. These tests will have various psychometric characteristics depending on the purpose of development, the characteristics of individuals or the number of individuals taking the test. For example, if the number of students are more but the number of the students to be selected according to the results is less, the test can be expected to be difficult. However, if the test is to be developed to diagnose the existing knowledge (not to select and place), the test is expected to be easier than selection and placement tests and to consist of items with moderate difficulty, if possible. It is more important here to identify how the validity and reliability will be affected in the tests that have different item difficulty index. In addition, how the ability distribution of the individuals that take the test affect the validity and reliability should also be identified. In this study, based on the results of a national exam, the effect of test length and sample size for different ability distributions in the tests that have different b parameters within ability parameter estimation on measurement precision was analyzed.

In the literature, there are studies that analyze the effect of sample size on measurement precision in various models and items with different scores in the item response theory (Boughton, Klinger & Gierl, 2001; Cheng & Yuan, 2010; De Ayala & Boleta, 1999; DeMars, 2002; DeMars, 2003; Montgomery & Skorupski, 2012; Preston & Reise, 2014). In addition to these, there are studies which consist at least two of sample size, test length and ability distribution type conditions. (Ankenmann ve Stone, 1992; Baker, 1998; Guyer ve Thompson, 2011; Hulin, Lissak ve Drasgow, 1982; Kieftenbeld ve Natesan, 2012; Lautenschlager, Meade ve Kim, 2006; Preinerstorfer ve Formann, 2012; Roberts ve Laughlin, 1996; Seong, Kim ve Cohen, 1997; Stone, 1992; Swaminathan ve Gifford; 1979; Wang ve Cheng, 2005; Wollack, Bolt, Cohen ve Lee, 2002). Furthermore, while there are studies that a parameter is obtained within different ranges and that analyze its impact on measurement precision (DeMars, 2003; Preston & Reise, 2014; Reise & Yu, 1990), fewer studies examine b parameters’ impact on measurement precision. Some studies related to this study are summarized as follows.

Lautenschlager et al. (2006), in a post-hoc simulation study within graded response model (GRM), examined the effect of 7 different sample sizes (75, 150, 200, 300, 500, 1000 and 2000 individual), four different test lengths (5, 10, 15 and 20 items), and three different sample distributions (normal,
skewed and uniform) on ability and item parameter estimation. The researchers used maximum posteriori (MAP) estimation method in the ability parameter estimation. In the study, the results showed that sample size does not change the root mean squared error (RMSE) values but RMSE values decreased when the test length increases. Ankenmann and Stone (1992) carried out a post-hoc simulation study using three different test lengths (5, 10, and 20 items), with a sample size of 125, 150, 500 for one-parameter GRM and with a sample size of 250, 500, and 1000 for 2-parameter GRM, they analyzed how ability estimation was affected. The researchers that used marginal maximum likelihood (MML) in parameter estimation used MULTILOG Program. As a result, it was concluded that sample size did not have an important effect on ability parameter estimation. In addition, it was found that the longer the test length is, the more precise the measurement in ability estimation. Kieftenbeld and Natesan (2012) conducted another post-hoc simulation in their study using a four different test lengths (5, 10, 15, and 20 items), five different sample sizes (75, 150, 300, 500, and 1000 individuals) and three different ability distribution types (normal, uniform, and skewed), and they analyzed the effect of these conditions on ability and item parameter. In the study, MML and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods were used for estimation. They conducted the study within the context of GRM and estimated the parameters using MULTILOG program. The results of the study revealed that test length described the highest variance in RMSE whereas sample size described a less amount of the variance. Preinerstorfer and Formann (2012) analyzed the effect of two different sub-groups (1 and 2 sub-group), homogeneity and heterogeneity of the groups, four different test lengths (10, 15, 25 and 40 items) and three sample sizes (500, 1000, and 2500) on measurement precision in parameter estimation using mixed Rasch model. As a result, it was found that as sample size and test length increased, so did the measurement precision.

In the literature, for the models related to polytomous items and Rasch model, there are some studies that analyze the effect of sample size and/or test length on measurement precision, and some other similar studies with logistic models related to dichotomous items. For example, Swaminathan and Gifford (1979) analyzed the effect of ability and item parameter estimation on measurement precision using Urry and MLE methods. They used different test lengths (10, 15, 20, and 80), different sample sizes (50, 200, and 1000), and different ability distribution types (normal, uniform, and skewed) within 3PL model. As a result, they stated that when the sample size and test length increased, so did the measurement precision within ability parameter, and there was a little effect of sample size on measurement precision. Hulin et al. (1982) carried out a Monte-Carlo study using 2PL and 3PL models and analyzed the effect of different sample sizes (200, 500, and 1000), different test lengths (15, 30, and 60) on measurement precision within item and ability parameter estimation. The result of the study revealed that the accuracy of ability estimation in 3PL is less in small samples and small lengths. In addition, it was found that the sample size in 30 and 60 item tests in 3PL model did not affect RMSE and correlation values much. Stone (1992) analyzed the effect of different sample sizes (250, 500, and 1000), different test lengths (10, 20, and 40) and different distribution types (normal, skewed, and platykurtic) in 2PL model on measurement precision within parameter estimation. The result of the study revealed that the most significant condition that affected measurement precision was test length within ability parameter estimation (especially among extreme ability parameters). In addition, it was found that when the test length gets longer, error of estimation decreased significantly. Furthermore, they also found that the increase in the sample size did not reduce the deviation. Stone also analyzed the measurement precision within item level and the effect of research conditions when b parameter was in different levels (average (0, 02), easy (-2, 18), difficult (1, 82)) on measurement precision. In this context, it was found that when the item difficulty was average, lower RMSE values were achieved within item parameter estimation, and the highest RMSE values were seen in easy items. Cheng and Yuan (2010) aimed to correct the standard error of ability estimation using MLE method within 2PL model. These researchers, who analyzed the effect of sample size on standard error, determined the sample size as 200 and 2000. It was found that the increase in the sample size did not affect the standard error significantly.

Finally, some studies that analyze the effect of sample size and test length on measurement precision are summarized below. Köse (2010) aimed to analyze the effect of different sample sizes (500, 1000,
and 1500) and different test lengths (12 and 24) on item and ability parameter estimation and model data fit in unidimensional (2PL) and multidimensional models. The results of the study reveal that sample size in ability parameter estimation did not have a significant effect on both unidimensional and multidimensional models. In addition, Köse stated that, based on RMSD values, the increase in the number of items in ability parameter estimation caused less defective results. Kögar (2015) carried out a Monte Carlo study using unidimensional, unidimensional non-parametric and multi-dimensional IRT models and analyzed the effect of different sample sizes (100, 500, 1000, and 5000), different test lengths (5, 15, and 25) and different inter-dimensional correlation values (0.00, 0.25, and 0.50) on item parameter estimation and model fit. The results suggested that, in unidimensional and multidimensional models, in order for the item parameter estimation to be more accurate, the sample size and test length should be greater.

In the literature, the studies usually focus on analyzing the effect of some variables such as sample size, test length, and item discrimination index on measurement precision within ability parameter estimation. Different from many studies, this study investigated how the measurement precision of the ability parameter estimation is affected by different $b$ parameter distributions (normal, uniform, right-skewed, and left-skewed), in addition to analyzing the effect of sample size and test length in left and right skewed ability distributions.

**Purpose of the Study**

This study aims to analyze the effect of different $b$ parameter distributions, test lengths, sample sizes on measurement precision of ability parameter estimation in right skewed and left-skewed ability distributions. It was found that literature generally focuses on different conditions that affect measurement precision within ability parameter estimation. As stated in the introduction part of this study, the studies usually analyze the effect of sample size and test length on measurement precision. However, no studies were found in literature that analyze the effect of different $b$ parameter distributions on measurement precision in the groups that have different ability distributions, different test lengths and sample sizes. Production of four different tests based on different item difficulty distributions is considered important. The problem of the study is “what is the effect of different item difficulty distributions, sample sizes, and test lengths in right-skewed and left-skewed ability distributions on measurement precision of ability parameter estimation?”

Sub-problems of the study are as follows:

1. What is the effect of different test lengths, sample sizes, item difficulty distributions within right-skewed ability distribution on measurement precision of ability parameter estimation?
2. What is the effect of different test lengths, sample sizes, item difficulty distributions within left-skewed ability distribution on measurement precision of ability parameter estimation?

**METHOD**

**Data Production**

**Obtaining Ability Parameter Values**

In this post-hoc simulation study, real data were used to collect ability parameters. The real data were obtained from the 20-items mathematics subtest of Placement Test (Seviye Belirleme Sınavı-SBS) applied in 2012. This placement test was used to select students who will continue high school education. In the study, totally five sample sizes (500, 1000, 2500, 5000, and 10000) were chosen from the data set. Previous studies in the literature (Ankenmann & Stone, 1992; Baker, 1998; DeMars, 2002; Guyer & Thompson, 2011; Hulin et al., 1982; Kieftenbeld & Natesan, 2012; Lautenschlager et al., 2006; Montgomery & Skoupski, 2012; Preinerstorfer & Formann, 2012; Preston & Reise; 2014; Reise & Yu, 1990; Roberts & Laughlin, 1996; Seong et al., 1997; Stone, 1992; Swaminathan & Gifford, 1979; Thissen & Wainer, 1982; Wang & Cheng, 2005; Wollack et
al., 2002, Yavuz & Hambleton, 2016) were utilized while choosing the sample size. For each sample size chosen for obtaining the ability parameters, both right-skewed and left-skewed ability distributions were chosen from the real data. During the selection of right and left-skewed distributions for each sample size for the right-skewed distribution, SBS data, which is originally a right-skewed data set (coefficient of skewness=1.05), was done randomly. For the left-skewed data sets, similar to the study of Doğan and Tezbaşaran (2003), intended sample distribution was achieved through purposive sampling, and the groups whose coefficient of skewness is ≈-1.00 were chosen for all sample sizes.

Similar to the coefficient of skewness values used in Doğan and Tezbaşaran (2003), Bahry (2012) and Sen (2014), it was determined the coefficient of skewness as +1.00 in this study. For the left-skewed distribution, Doğan & Tezbaşaran (2003) and Bıkmaz Bilgen & Doğan (2017) used a -1.00 coefficient of skewness in their studies. After these groups were chosen from the areal data, maximum likelihood estimation method was used in MULTILOG 7.03 program (Thissen, Chen & Bock, 2003) and the groups’ ability parameters were estimated with 25 replications, and this post-hoc simulation study was completed.

**Simulation of Item Parameters**

In the second step of the study, different four tests were created which have different \( b \) parameters: tests with normal distribution, uniform distribution, right-skewed and left-skewed distribution. The statistics used in test development were determined according to the values and suggestions within the studies in the literature (Ankenmann & Stone, 1992; Baker, 1998; Bahry, 2012; De Ayala & Sava-Bolest, 1999; DeMars, 2002; DeMars, 2003; Dolma, 2009; Fotaris, Mustorus, Mavridis & Manitsaris, 2010; Han, 2012; Hulin et al., 1982; Kieftenbeld & Natesan, 2012; Montgomery & Skourpski, 2012; Preston & Reise, 2014; Reise & Yu, 1990; Seong et al., 1997; Stone, 1992; Swaminathan & Gifford, 1979). In accordance with these studies, \( a \) parameter value was determined as \( \text{min}=0.5 \) and \( \text{max}=2 \) in the simulation of item parameters, and \( c \) parameter value was determined as \( \text{min}=0 \) and \( \text{max}=0.05 \). Four different item difficulty distribution were created for left-skewed \( b \) parameter \( \alpha=8; \beta=2; \) for right-skewed \( b \) parameter distribution \( \alpha=2; \beta=8; \) for uniform \( b \) parameter distribution \( \text{min}=-3; \text{max}=+3 \) and for normal \( b \) parameter distribution average=0 and \( \text{sd}=1 \) values were used. For the test length variable of the study, two different conditions with 20 and 30 items were determined. The reason why the test length was determined as 20 and 30 items is that these test lengths are mainly used in national exams and the studies in the literature use similar test lengths (Ankenmann & Stone, 1992; Baker, 1998; Boughton et al., 2001; Craig & Kaiser, 2003; DeMars, 2003; Fotaris et al., 2010; Guyer & Thompson, 2011; Hulin et al., 1982; Kieftenbeld & Natesan, 2012; Lautenschlager et al., 2006; Roberts & Laughlin, 1996; Seong et al., 1997; Stone, 1992; Swaminathan & Gifford, 1979; Wang & Cheng, 2005; Wollack et al., 2002, Yavuz & Hambleton, 2016). 80 conditions (2 ability distribution, \( x_5 \) sample size, \( x_4 \) \( b \) parameter distribution, \( x_2 \) test length) dealt within the scope of the study were created via WinGen 3 program (Han, 2007; Han & Hambleton, 2007) after 25 replications. Within the scope of the study, the reason why 25 replications were made is that it is a sufficient number in the elimination of sample bias (Harwell, Stone, Hsu & Kirisci, 1996).

**Data Analysis**

During data analysis process, firstly ability parameter estimation produced data were done through MULTILOG 7.03 and 2000 times (80 conditions x 25 replication) based on MLE method. Then the estimated measurement precision of ability parameter was analyzed as parameter recovery studies in IRT generally use measurement precision calculation. To analyze measurement precision, RMSE and “average absolute deviation (AAD)” values were calculated. RMSE and AAD values were calculated after each replication and compared to the number of replications, then the average score was reported and discussed. To calculate these values, the following formulas were used:
In these formulas, $\theta_{JI}$ means actual ability parameter for the individual; $\hat{\theta}_{JI}$ refers to ability parameter estimated for the individual and $N$ describes the sample size. When RMSE and AAD values get closer to 0, the measurement precision increases. Thus, the accuracy of parameter estimation also increases. In addition, some interpretations were made according to the criterion that RMSE value is less than 0.10 (DeMars, 2003; Sen, Cohen & Kim, 2015; Tate, 2000).

RESULTS

This part represents the findings within the context of sub-problems of the study.

1. Sub-problem: What is the effect of different test lengths, sample sizes, item difficulty distributions within right-skewed ability distribution on measurement precision of ability parameter estimation?

All the RMSE and AAD values from analysis done for right-skewed ability distribution are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. RMSE and AAD Values in Right-Skewed Ability Distribution in Relation to Test Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Lengths</th>
<th>Sample Sizes</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>AAD</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>AAD</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>AAD</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>AAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Left-Skewed</td>
<td>Right-Skewed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>1.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>1.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>1.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>1.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>1.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>1.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>1.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>1.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>1.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>1.082</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, RMSE and AAD values, which were used to determine the measurement precision for 40 conditions within right-skewed distribution, are represented. In this sub-problem, the variation of RMSE and AAD values (in different $b$ parameter distributions and sample size for 20 and 30 test items within the context of right-skewed ability distribution) is shown in Figure 1 and the figures are discussed with Table 1.
When Figure 1 and Table 1 are analyzed, within all sample sizes (500, 1000, 2500, 5000, and 10000) that has right-skewed ability distribution, when $b$ parameter distribution is normal, it can be seen that the lowest RMSE and AAD values were obtained for both 20-item test and 30-item test. These RMSE and AAD values are followed by uniform and left-skewed distribution for all sample sizes respectively. However, the highest RMSE and AAD values were obtained from the distribution in which $b$ parameter has right-skewed distribution. Based on these values of RMSE and AAD statistics, it can be stated that, within all sample sizes, the measurement precision is the highest when $b$ parameter has a normal distribution and the lowest when it has right-skewed distribution, and the second highest measurement precision distribution type is the uniform distribution. In addition, sample size did not have much effect on RMSE and AAD values within ability parameter estimation within different $b$ parameter distribution and test lengths for right-skewed ability parameter. This result can be seen in Figure 1 and Table 1. In other words, sample size did not have a significant effect on measurement precision within ability parameter estimation.

With reference to the values in Table 1, the variation of RMSE and AAD values within different $b$ parameter distributions and test lengths (individually for each sample size) is shown in Figure 2 and the figures are discussed with Table 1.
Figure 2. Graphics in Relation to RMSE and AAD Values within the Context of Sample Size for Right-Skewed Ability Distribution.
When Figure 2 and Table 1 is examined, when b distribution is normal, it can be seen that the lowest RMSE and AAD values were obtained in 30-items test. Higher RMSE and AAD values were obtained for 20 items within each sample size than the values within 30-item test. When item difficulty parameter has uniform and right-skewed distribution, for all sample sizes, the lowest RMSE and AAD values, similar to the distribution in normal item difficulty, was seen within 30-item test. Accordingly, it can be said that, in the tests that have normal, uniform, and right-skewed b parameter distribution, for all sample sizes, when the test length increases, the measurement precision also increases. However, for the left-skewed b parameter distribution, when all sample sizes are considered, the lowest RMSE and AAD values were obtained from 20-item test. It was different from the other item difficulty distributions. This may be because of the increase in the number of items with high item difficulty. Overall, when the test length increases, RMSE and AAD values decrease; and hereby measurement precision increases. When the values for right-skewed ability parameter are analyzed, it was found that, for all b parameter distributions, the values obtained from different test lengths were more or less the same. However, it was also seen that, in contrast with sample size, the values varied when test length changes. In conclusion, it can be stated that, based RMSE<0.10 on the criteria that Tate (2000), DeMars (2003) and Sen et al. (2015) used, all test lengths and sample sizes were convenient when the b parameter distribution is normal. However, in other b parameter distributions, all of test lengths and sample sizes were not found appropriate based on the criterion.

2. Sub-problem: What is the effect of different test lengths, sample sizes, item difficulty distributions within left-skewed ability distribution on measurement precision of ability parameter estimation?

All RMSE and AAD values obtained from the whole analysis for left-skewed ability distribution are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Length</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Uniform</th>
<th>Left-Skewed</th>
<th>Right-Skewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2, RMSE and AAD values, which were used to determine the measurement precision for 40 conditions within left-skewed distribution, are represented. In the second sub-problem, the variation of RMSE and AAD values (in different b parameter distributions and sample size for 20 and 30 test items within the context of left-skewed ability distribution) is shown in Figure 3 and the figures are discussed with Table 2.
When Figure 3 and Table 2 is examined, when b distribution is normal, within all sample sizes that have left-skewed ability distribution, it can be seen that the lowest RMSE and AAD values were obtained for both 20-items test and 30-item tests. These values are followed by uniform b distribution and right-skewed distribution respectively. The highest RMSE and AAD values were obtained from the distribution in which b parameter has left-skewed distribution. Based on these values of RMSE and AAD statistics, it can be stated that, within all sample sizes, the measurement precision is the highest when b parameter has a normal distribution and the lowest when it has left-skewed distribution, and the second highest measurement precision distribution type is the uniform distribution. In addition, sample size did not have much effect on RMSE and AAD values within ability parameter estimation within different b parameter distribution and test lengths for left-skewed ability parameter distribution. This result can be seen in Figure 3 and Table 2. In other words, sample size did not have a significant effect on measurement precision within ability parameter estimation. The variation of RMSE and AAD values within different b parameter distributions and test lengths (individually for each sample size) is shown in Figure 4 and the figures are discussed with Table 2.
Figure 4. Graphics in Relation to RMSE and AAD Values within the Context of Sample Size for Left-Skewed Ability Distribution
When Figure 4 and Table 2 is analyzed, for left-skewed ability parameter distribution, it was seen that RMSE and AAD values are similar in both 20-item and 30 item within all item difficulty parameter distributions and sample sizes. Accordingly, it can be said that, within all sample sizes and item difficulty parameter distributions, measurement precision does not change significantly although the test length increases. In conclusion, it can be stated that, based RMSE<0.10 on the criteria that Tate (2000), DeMars (2003) and Sen et al. (2015) used, all test lengths and sample sizes were convenient when the b parameter distribution is normal. However, in other b parameter distributions, all of test lengths and sample sizes were not found appropriate based on the criterion.

DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION

In this study, measurement precision of ability parameter estimation obtained from the conditions that are generated from two different ability distribution, five different sample size, four different b parameter distribution, and two different test length is analyzed. The ability parameter values were estimated according to the conditions addressed by the data from a national exam. To determine the test lengths, the average test lengths of national exams were considered. To create the tests, it is considered that the conditions in which b parameter comprised of normal, uniform, right-skewed, and left-skewed distributions.

When the results for right-skewed ability distribution are examined, it is seen that, when the sample size of each test that has different b parameter distribution increases, RMSE and AAD values that are measured for measurement precision do not change significantly. When the effect of sample size change for 20-items and 30-items tests is examined, it is seen that RMSE and AAD values decrease when sample size increases. However, when the conditions in which sample size and test length has different b parameter distributions, the best results were obtained when b parameter has normal distributions. This condition is followed by the condition which b parameter has uniform distribution. In the conditions that has uniform distribution, similar to other conditions, there is not a significant effect of different sample sizes on measurement precision. When b parameter had left-skewed distribution, RMSE and AAD values did not vary much in different sample sizes but they decreased when test length increased. Lower RMSE and AAD values were obtained for 30 items than 20-items test when b parameter distribution had right-skewed. In addition, it can be stated that, when sample size increases, RMSE and AAD values do not vary significantly but the difference between 500 and 1000 individuals are higher than other sample sizes. In right-skewed b distribution, RMSE and AAD values were higher than other b distributions. Similarly, Stone (1992) compared normal ability distribution for easy items and right-skewed ability distribution and found that right-skewed ability distribution (such conditions as 20 items and 500-1000 sample size) had lower measurement precision values than normal ability distribution.

When left-skewed ability distribution was examined, it is seen that, when sample size for each test that has different b parameter increased, RMSE and AAD values did not have significant change. When the effect of test length was analyzed, it was found that in the group that had left-skewed ability parameter, the increase of the test length did not affect measurement precision in general. When the effect of item difficulty parameter was examined, it was found that the lowest RMSE and AAD values were obtained when b parameter had normal distribution. This distribution was followed by uniform b parameter distribution (relevant for both test lengths and all sample sizes). It was found that by achieving the highest RMSE and AAD values in left-skewed b parameter distribution and measurement precision was the lowest for these values.

The overall results of the study showed that, within both left-skewed and right-skewed ability parameter distribution, when the sample size within each b parameter distribution types increases, no significant change was observed in measurement precision. In the literature, some studies show the same results for similar conditions. Hulin et al. (1982) and Swaminathan and Gifford (1979), for example, stated that sample size does not have a significant effect on RMSE and correlation values.
Stone (1992) and Cheng and Yuan (2010), within two-parameter logistic model, found that sample size does not affect error significantly within the estimation of ability parameters.

The result of the study showed that the best estimations for both left-skewed and right-skewed ability parameter distribution was observed in condition which b distribution was normal. Stone (1992) stated that, within right-skewed and normal ability parameter distribution, the best estimations appear in condition that the item difficulty is medium. In addition, he added that the worst estimations appear within easy items. Similarly, in this study, for right-skewed ability parameter distribution, the most defective estimations are made when b parameter distribution is right-skewed. Wollack et al. (2002) stated that parameter recovery is best done with the medium-difficulty items and worst done with extreme (easy or difficult) items. Similarly, in this study, Yen (1987) analyzed the conditions in which item difficulty is easy, average and difficult, and worked with 20-items test length, normal ability distribution and with the sample size of 1000. The results of his study revealed that the highest measurement precision was obtained from medium-difficulty items.

Findings about the effect of test length show that, within right-skewed ability distribution and other conditions (normal, uniform, and right-skewed) except for left-skewed item difficulty distribution, measurement precision increases when test length increases. In the literature, there are similar studies in accordance with the relevant results of dichotomous models and polytomous models (Ankenmann & Stone, 1992; Boughton et al., 2001; Hulin et al., 1982; Kieftenbeld & Natesan, 2012; Lautenschlager et al., 2006; Preinsterstorfer & Formann, 2012; Roberts & Laughlin, 1996; Seong et al., 1997; Stone, 1992; Swaminathan & Gifford, 1979). For 3PL of dichotomous models Swaminathan and Gifford (1979), Hulin et al. (1982) and for 2PL Stone (1992) identified that measurement precision increase when test length increases. For left-skewed ability distribution, no effect of test length was observed. In the literature, there are studies which the ability estimation of test length do not affect measurement precision (Wollack & Cohen, 1998; Wollack et al., 2002). Wollack et al. (2002) had similar results to this study. They found that the increase of test items from 20 to 30 does not develop $P_0(\theta_j)$ estimation.

In this study, in accordance with the results obtained from the individuals who have right-skewed ability parameter, it can be suggested that test developers should ensure that number of items is higher when $b$ parameters are distributed normal, uniform or right-skewed, and ensure that number of items is lower when $b$ parameters have left-skewed as long as it does not decrease content validity. In addition, as measurement precision will be higher when $b$ parameter distribution is normal (independently from ability parameter), it is suggested that $b$ parameters in the test should have normal distribution as long as it is relevant with the purpose. In other words, when most of the items have a medium-difficulty level, it would be more appropriate in accordance with the results if difficult and easy items are fewer. Another suggestion for the test developers is that most of the test items should not be very difficult (when $b$ parameter distribution is left-skewed) or very easy (when $b$ parameter distribution is right-skewed). Because within this kind of $b$ parameter distributions, measurement precision may be lower when compared to normal and uniform distribution.

In this study, right-skewed and left-skewed ability parameters were produced from the real data, and conditions were created with reference to different sample size, different $b$ parameter distributions and different test lengths. Other researchers can conduct some other studies in other conditions that have estimation method, model, and number of categories for polytomous items, number of replication, estimation program etc. rather than sample size and test length. In addition, they can research the effect of different $b$ parameter distributions on measurement precision when ability parameters have normal and uniform distribution. While this study was conducted for dichotomous data, other studies can be conducted for polytomous. Although this study was done using 3-parameter logistic model, other researchers can use other models. In conclusion, while this study analyzed measurement precision within ability parameter estimation, some other studies, within same conditions, can analyze the change of measurement precision within item parameter estimation.
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Farklı Yetenek Dağılımlarında Madde Güçlük Dağılımı, Test Uzunluğu ve Örneklem Büyüklüğünün İncelenmesi

Giriş


Bu çalışmada uluslararası bir sınavdan elde edilen parametrelerde dayanarak birey dağılımının sağa ve sola çarpık olması durumunda, farklı b parametresi dağılımlarının, test uzunluğunun ve örneklem büyüklüğünün birey parametresi kesiriminde ölçme kesinliği etkisi incelenmiştir. Literatürde


birey dağılımı türü, örneklem büyüklüğü ve test uzunluğunu koşullarının ölçme kesinliğine etkisini incelediği sıkılsı görülmektedir. Ancak farklı birey dağılımları, test uzunlukları ve örneklem büyüklüklerinde farklı b parametresi dağılımlarının ölçme kesinliğine etkinin incelediği çalışmalara literatürde rastlanmamıştır. Burada farklı madde güçlüğü dağılımlarına dayalı olarak türetilen dört farklı testin işe koşulması çalışmaların ayrıca önemini oluşturmaktadır.

1. Sağça çarpık yetenek dağılımda, farklı test uzunlukları, örneklem büyüklükleri ve madde güçlüğü dağılımlarının yetenek parametresi kestiriminin ölçme kesinliğine etkisi nedir?

2. Sola çarpık yetenek dağılımda, farklı test uzunlukları, örneklem büyüklükleri ve madde güçlüğü dağılımlarının yetenek parametresi kestiriminin ölçme kesinliğine etkisi nedir?

**Yöntem**

Araştırma kapsamında kullanılan koşulların oluşturulması amacıyla veriler üretildiğinden bu çalışma simulasyon çalışmasıdır. Araştırımda öncelikle birey parametreleri elde edilmiştir. Bu amaçla, liselere geceşte uygulanan ulusal öğrenci seçme sınavının 20 maddelik matematik alt testinden elde edilen veriler kullanılmıştır. Araştırıma 500, 1000, 2500, 5000 ve 10000 olmak üzere ötever burun örneklem büyüklüğü belirlenmiştir. Simülasyon çalışma için ilk aşamada gerçek birey parametreleri elde edilmiştir. Sağça çarpık birey parametrelerinin elde edilmesinde her bir örneklem büyüklüğü için gerçek veriden random gruplar seçilmiştir. Sola çarpık birey parametrelerinin elde edilmesinde ise verinin tamamından kastılı örneklemle yoluyla çarpıklık ~1,00 olacak şekilde her örneklem büyüklüğünde veri setleri seçilmiştir. Simülasyonun 2. aşamasında ise madde parametreleri türetilmiştir. Bu aşamada farklı b parametresi dağılımlarına sahip (normal dağılım, tekdüze dağılım, sola çarpık ve sağa çarpık dağılım) hem 20 maddelik hem de 30 maddelik testler oluşturulmuştur. Madde parametrelerinin üretilmesinde a parametre değeri min= 0.5 maks=2 olarak, c parametre değeri min= 0 maks=0.05 olarak belirlenmiştir. Sola çarpık b parametresi dağılımı için α=8; β=2; sağa çarpık b parametresi dağılımı için α=2; β=8; tekdüze b parametresi dağılımı için min=-3; maks=+3; normal b parametresi dağılımı için ort=0; Ss= 1 değerleri kullanılarak araştırma kapsamında kullanlan dört ayrı madde güçlüğü dağılımı oluşturulmuştur.

Araştırma kapsamında alınan 80 koşul (2 birey dağılımı x 5 örneklem büyüklüğü x 4 b parametresi dağılımı x 2 test uzunluğu) Wingen 3 programı (Han, 2007) yardımıyla oluşturulmuştur. MTK’de parametre iyileştirme çalışmalarında genel olarak ölçme kesinliği hesaplanması yapılmaktadır. Ölçme kesinliğini incelemek amacıyla “hata kareleri ortalamasını karekökü” (Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)) ve “ortalama mutlak farklılık” (Absolute Average Deviation (AAD)) değerleri hesaplanmıştır.


2. Alt probleme ilişkin bulgular: Sola çarpık birey dağılımda ele alınan farklı test uzunluklarında ve örneklem büyükliklerinde b parametresi dağılımı normal olduğunda ölçme kesinliğinin en yüksek düzeyde olduğu ve bunu tekdüze dağılımın takip ettiği
söylenebilir. Ayrıca en düşük ölçe kesinliğinin de tüm test uzunluğu ve örneklem büyüklüklerinde en düşük sola çarpık b dağılımda olduğu görülmüştür. Son olarak sola çarpık birey dağılımı için örneklem büyüklüğünün ve test uzunluğunun birey parametrelerinin kestirim üzerinde önemli bir etkisi olmadığı gözlemlenmiştir.

Sonuç ve Tartışma

Araştırmadan elde edilen sonuçlarda, hem sağa hem de sola çarpık birey dağılımda farklı b dağılımına sahip her bir test için örneklem büyüklüğü arttıkça ölçme kesinliği için hesaplanan RMSE ve AAD değerlerinde çok fazla değişim olmadığı görülmüştür. Sağa çarpık birey dağılımı için tüm örneklem büyüklüklerinde test uzunluğunun etkisi incelendiğinde ise test uzunluğuna arttığıda RMSE ve AAD değerlerinin genel olarak azaldığı gözlemlenmiştir. Ancak sola çarpık birey dağılımı için test uzunlukdadaki değişiminin ölçme kesinliğini önemli derecede etkilediği görülmemiştir. Ayrıca sağa ve sola çarpık birey dağılımları, tüm örneklem büyüklüğü ve test uzunlukları için; en yüksek ölçme kesinliği b parametresi dağılımı normal olduğunda elde edilmiştir. Normal b dağılımını ise b parametresinin tekduze dağıldığı koşul izlenmiştir. Son olarak sağa çarpık birey dağılımı için RMSE ve AAD değerlerinin en yüksek sağa çarpık b dağılımda olduğu, sola çarpık birey dağılımda ise en yüksek sola çarpık b dağılımda olduğu gözlemlenmiştir.

Araştırmanın sonuçları doğrultusunda test geliştiricilere sola çarpık b parametre dağılımı yani maddelerin çoğunluğunun zor olması ya da sağa çarpık b parametre dağılımı yani maddelerin çoğunluğunun kolay olması önerilmez. Çünkü bu tip b parametre dağılımlarında ölçme kesinliği normal ve tekduze b parametre dağılımına kıyasla daha düşük elde edilebilmektedir. Başka araştırmalarda örneklem büyüklüğü ve test uzunluğu yerine kestirim yöntemi, model, çoklu puanlanan maddeler için kategori sayısı, tekrar sayısı, kestirim programı vb. gibi koşulların ölçme kesinliğini etkisi incelenebilir. Ayrıca yenek parametreleri normal ve tekduze dağılıma sahip olduğunda, farklı b parametre dağılımlarının ölçme kesinliğini etkisi de araştırılabilir.